
Some further clarification on Reign 

Dear friend, 

 

Apart from Reign encouraging people with remarkable testimonies of ‘miraculous’ social transformation, the film will 

make a compelling case presenting a means for revivalists1 to disciple the lost and bring sustainable social 

transformation2 in their contexts.  

 

Film viewers will learn about three Judeo-Christian ‘phenomenon’ that have brought significant transformation to 

persons, communities and regions: 1) revival (large numbers coming to the Lord as in Acts, many times in history and 

today), 2) discipleship multiplication movements (Many parts of the world today, Celtic Church expansion, Wesleyan 

Methodist movements, the East African Revival, etc.); and 3) small and medium enterprise development – for this a 

brief history behind the thinking and values that created the conditions for to thrive will be given. Many historians say 

Judeo-Christian principles in governance and personal living allowed the latter to occur, bringing many out of poverty.   

 

So a compelling case on the transformational capacity of each of these ‘phenomenon’ is developed while at the same 

to the film’s powerful transformation testimonies are told.  Ezra and Nehemiah’s impact on Judaism and John Wesley’s 

Methodist Movement forms a ‘lens’ through which three Uganda testimonies are looked at: – the transformation of a 

government agency, a business system, and a denomination.  Common principles emerge from all of this, forming the 

foundation for which the means can be compellingly articulated. 

 

Reign will therefore help the King’s Court Foundation in its own goal to help revivalists realize this means, the creative 

integration of these three phenomenon.  This is the creation of worshiping and praying discipleship multiplication 

movements where people can intimately encounter God’s love, discover their worth and calling, and trust him 

sufficiently to become interdependent persons who “Reign in life”:-  having the capacity to bring God’s blessings and 

presence into their social contexts.  As work is a form of worship, the creation of small and medium enterprises is 

creatively integrated into the movement’s DNA by leadership at the Lord’s leading.  Wealth creation not only develops 

people’s capacity to provide for their families, aids in the sustainability of movements, blesses communities with 

needed goods and services, but it aids in the creation of a needed form of capital* to bring positive transformation in 

their social contexts.  

 

The Holy Spirit starts and sustains movements like this. The King’s Court role will be to provide encouragement, 

teaching, tools, and an online platform to help revivalists and other leaders facilitate the organizational integration of 

the components involved in such movements – i.e., continual prayer, evangelistic outreach, discipleship in dynamic 

multiplying communities, skills training, wealth creation though SME creation, and resource matching. 

 

So Reign will not only bring greater awareness and understanding of Judeo-Christian transformational principles to 

revivalists and Christian leaders, but it will offer a means with a supporting organizational framework for leadership so 

that many lost people can intimately encounter God’s goodness and mercy, bringing greater freedom and justice in 

society.  

 

I hope that makes Reign clearer … let me know if you have any questions… 

 

Many blessings, 

 

Michael 

                                                            
1 Revivalists want God’s primary Kingdom characteristics - joy, peace, hope, righteousness, and the power of the Holy Spirit- to be the dominant and sustaining 

characteristics within their families, organizations, communities and nations.  These mitigate against destructive self-determinism, bringing greater societal 

freedom and justice over time. 
2 Social transformation, or the rebuilding of ‘places long devastated’ (Isaiah 61), requires, at the very least, the development of various forms of ‘capital:’ 

continual prayer and worship establishes ‘spiritual capital;’ discipleship multiplication movements establishes ‘social capital;’ and small and medium enterprise 

(SME) creates ‘financial capital.’  
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